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ABSTRACT
The Internet has become the largest repository for numerous resources, a big portion
of which are images and related multimedia content such as text and videos. This
content is valuable for many computer vision tasks. In this thesis, two case studies are
conducted to show how to leverage information from the Internet for two important
computer vision tasks: object image retrieval and object image classification.
Case study 1 is on object image retrieval. With specified object class labels, we
aim to retrieve relevant images found on web pages using an analysis of text around the
image and of image appearance. For this task, we exploit established online knowledge
resources (Wikipedia pages for text; Flickr and Caltech data sets for images). These
resources provide rich text and object appearance information. We describe results on
two data sets. The first is Berg’s collection of 10 animal categories; on this data set, we
significantly outperform previous approaches. In addition, we have collected 5 more
categories, and experimental results also show the effectiveness of our approach on this
new data set.
Case study 2 is on object image classification. We introduce a text-based image
feature and demonstrate that it consistently improves performance on hard object clas-
sification problems. The feature is built using an auxiliary dataset of images annotated
with tags, downloaded from the Internet. We do not inspect or correct the tags and
expect that they are noisy. We obtain the text features of an unannotated image from
the tags of its k-nearest neighbors in this auxiliary collection. A visual classifier pre-
sented with an object viewed under novel circumstances (say, a new viewing direction)
ii
must rely on its visual examples. Our text feature may not change, because the aux-
iliary dataset likely contains a similar picture. While the tags associated with images
are noisy, they are more stable when appearance changes. We test the performance of
this feature using PASCAL VOC 2006 and 2007 datasets. Our feature performs well;
it consistently improves the performance of visual object classifiers, and is particularly
effective when the training dataset is small.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of digital cameras and online photo sharing communities, the num-
ber of images on the Internet is increasing exponentially. Leading image search engines
such as Google image search can index tens of billions of images. Such a vast num-
ber of images represent a big opportunity for computer vision research, especially now
when most computer vision techniques are built using data-driven methods. In addi-
tion to visual content, Internet images come with other contextual information such as
tags and surrounding text, which are manually annotated by humans. This information
provides strong cues on the semantic meanings of images and makes it possible to use
online images for computer vision tasks.
Recognition is a central topic of computer vision. Recognition includes instance
recognition (e.g., classifying a dog as “Mike’s dog” rather than other dogs) and cat-
egory recognition (classifying a dog instance as dog rather than other objects). This
thesis focuses on category recognition, which has a long history in the literature and
has generated much competition [1–10]. Category recognition is a difficult problem be-
cause instances from the same category may vary greatly in appearance. For example,
different dogs may have different sizes, colors and even shapes; different people can
wear different clothes and have different poses such as sitting, standing, riding bicycles
and so on; some parts of objects may be occluded. To develop a successful recognition
system, a dataset of training images that cover as much variation as possible is required.
In the early stages, computer vision researchers took pictures to create datasets,
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representatives of which are the ETH dataset [11] and Caltech 5 [12]. These images
were taken in constrained environment and cannot represent the variation in the real
visual world. With the advent of the Internet, one natural approach is to download
images from the Internet and use them to train computer vision algorithms. But on-
line images usually do not have clean ground truth labels that can be directly used.
So researchers (usually graduate students) have to manually label images and delete
noisy ones. Datasets from this category include Caltech 101 [13], Caltech 256 [14]
and PASCAL [15]. It is very time-consuming to select and label images, which pre-
vents creating a large scale dataset; therefore, algorithms which can automatically find
images relevant to a concept are useful. Li et al. [16] proposed an approach to incre-
mentally train object models and collect object images with only visual appearance.
But new images which have high responses given existing object models cannot bring
much more visual variation to the dataset. Berg and Forsyth [17] showed that the asso-
ciated text is very useful to suggest the relevance. But text is also very ambiguous. For
example, “frog” can be a bicycle band, an article of dress, a video game or a film, mean-
ing that many web images collected with a “frog” query have nothing to do with the
animal “frog.” To overcome this problem, [17] applied latent Dirichlet allocation [18]
to discover word clusters that are relevant to the desired sense and rank images accord-
ing to these words. They must select the word cluster by hand, and LDA may fail to
discover meaningful clusters from noisy web texts. Schroff et al. [19] used text fea-
tures with strong semantics (image filename, image alt text and website title) rather
than just nearby text. This form of text semantics offers strong constraints, but does not
guarantee avoiding sense ambiguity. In contrast, we use online knowledge resources
in order to disambiguate, which refers to pools of information carefully compiled and
edited by humans, typically volunteers. For text, we employ Wikipedia [20], which is
the biggest free encyclopedia on the Internet nowadays. It had over 2,104,000 articles
and 902,000,000 words by December 2007. Besides abundant information, Wikipedia
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can disambiguate: for objects with multiple senses, it provides separate descriptions
for each sense. This is very useful for our task. We select the desired sense and build
a text model using its description. Then the resulting model can filter web pages from
other senses and avoid ambiguity. We also leverage the object images from Caltech
101 [13] and Caltech 256 [14] to train object image models. By using online knowl-
edge resources, we get significantly better performance than [17] and [19] on two test
datasets.
Feature representation is another important issue for recognition. Bad feature rep-
resentation gets learning algorithms stuck. Currently, researchers usually use low-level
image features like color [21], texture [22], and gradient [23,24]. Such low-level image
features are far removed from the semantics of the scene, making it difficult to use them
to infer object presence. If we had millions of training examples, these low-level fea-
tures may be sufficient, but it is unrealistic to expect such large training sets for every
object. On the other hand, we do have millions of Internet images. While these are not
labeled for our task, the text associated with them provides a more direct gateway to
image analysis. The image feature representations that were too low-level for modeling
objects from hundreds of images are sufficient for finding very similar images among
millions. Their associated text can be transferred to our input image, making it easier
to infer the scene content.
We propose a new feature representation called text features. Our work builds on
two insights. First, it is often easier to determine the image content using surrounding
text than with currently available image features. State-of-the-art methods in computer
vision [15] are still not capable of handling the unpredictability of object positions and
sizes, appearance, lighting, and unusual camera angles that are common in consumer
photographs, such as those found on Flickr. Determining object presence from the text
that surrounds an image (tags, discussion, group names) is also far from trivial due to
polysemy, synonymy, and incomplete or spurious annotations. Still, the text provides
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valuable information that is not easy to extract from the image features. The second
insight: given a large enough dataset, we are bound to find images very similar to
an input image, even when matching with simple image features. This idea has been
demonstrated by Torralba et al. [25], who showed that matching tiny (32x32) images
using Euclidean distance of intensity leads to surprisingly good object recognition re-
sults if the dataset is large enough (tens of millions of images). Likewise, Hays and
Efros [26,27] showed that simple image matching can be used to complete images and
to infer world coordinates. Our approach is to infer likely text for our input image based
on similar images in a large dataset and use that text to determine whether an object is
present.
With this new feature representation, we experimented on a recognition task with
two benchmark datasets. The results show that this feature consistently improves the
performance of visual features by combining the two.
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CHAPTER 2
OBJECT IMAGE COLLECTION USING
ONLINE KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES
To train recognition algorithms, we need object images as training data. We collect
images from the Internet for object categories by using both text and image cues. For
a given object category, we train its text and image models with online knowledge
resources (Wikipedia for text; Caltech 101 and Caltech 256 for images). Our approach
is automatic, meaning one could build a search engine that took text queries, extracted
information from the knowledge resources, and identified relevant images — except for
a step where we identify the sense of the query word (which we do by offering a user a
set of senses from Wikipedia). The framework of our approach is shown in Figure 2.1.
We perform experiments on the same animal data set of [17], which includes 10 animal
categories. Our method outperforms reported results [17, 19]. We collect five new
categories: “binoculars,” “fern,” “laptop,” “motorbike” and “rifle.” The experimental
result shows our algorithm can also get high precision over these categories.
Our work is related to:
Words and Pictures: There are many data sets of images with associated words.
Examples include: collections of museum material [28]; the Corel collection of images
( [29, 30], and numerous others); any video with sound or closed captioning [31]; im-
ages collected from the web with their enclosing web pages [17]; or captioned news
images [32]. It is a remarkable fact that, in these collections, pictures and their as-
sociated annotations are complementary. The literature is very extensive, and we can
mention only the most relevant papers here. For a more complete review, we refer
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readers to [33]. Joint image-keyword searches are successful [34], and one can identify
images that illustrate a story by search [35]. Clustering images and words jointly can
produce useful, browsable representations of museum collections [28].
Linking keywords to images: One could predict words associated with an image
(image annotation) or predict words associated with particular image structures (image
labelling). Because words are correlated, it can be helpful to cluster them and predict
clusters, particularly for annotation [36]. Labeling methods are distinguished by the
way correspondence between image structures and labels is inferred. Methods include:
clustering or latent variable methods [28,29], using multiple-instance learning [30,37],
explicit correspondence reasoning with generative model [38], model from [39], la-
tent Dirichlet allocation [40], cross-media relevance models [41], continuous relevance
models [42], and localization reasoning [43]. Barnard et al. [29] demonstrate and com-
pare a wide variety of methods to predict keywords, including several strategies for
reasoning about correspondence directly. Most methods attempt to predict noun anno-
tations, and are more successful with mass nouns — known in vision circles as “stuff”;
examples include sky, cloud, grass, sea — than with count nouns (“things”: cat, dog,
car). For these methods, evaluation is by comparing predicted annotations with known
annotations. Most methods can beat a word prior, but display marked eccentricities.
One could then propagate text labels from labeled images to unlabeled images, making
keyword based searches of large image collections possible.
2.1 Approach
As stated before, our goal is to retrieve object images from noisy web pages with image
and text cues. We have a query q which is the object class name, for example, “frog.”
We also have a collection of web pages which are collected by inputting q and some
extensions to the Google text search engine. The ith web page is represented as a
packet {Wi, Ii}, i = 1, · · · , N , where Ii denotes image and Wi denotes text nearby Ii.
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We write ci = 1 if Ii is relevant to q; otherwise ci = 0. We write θt for the text model
parameter and θv for the image model parameter when ci = 1; write θb for the text
model parameter when ci = 0. We rank images according to:
p(ci = 1 |Wi, Ii, q; θt, θv, θb) (2.1)
We adopt a generative text model and a discriminative image model. Equation 2.1 is
written as:
p(Wi | ci = 1, q; θt)p(ci = 1 | Ii, q; θv)
p(Wi | Ii, q)
(2.2)
p(Wi | Ii, q) is:
p(Wi | ci = 1, q; θt)p(ci = 1 | Ii, q; θv)+
p(Wi | ci = 0, q; θb)p(ci = 0 | Ii, q)
(2.3)
where p(ci = 0 | Ii, q) equals to 1− p(ci = 1 | Ii, q).
Parameters θt and θv are trained on text and image knowledge resources. Figure 2.1
takes query “frog” as an example to illustrates our approach. We show how to learn
p(Wi | ci = 1, q; θt) and p(Wi | ci = 0, q; θb) in Section 2.1.1 and p(ci = 1 | Ii, q; θv)
is studied in Section 2.1.2.
2.1.1 Text model
We adopt a generative text model. Wi is a sequence of words {wji , j = 1, · · · , L}. θt is
multinomial parameter over words and is estimated from the text knowledge resource.
Assume words are independent from each other in Wi:
p(Wi | ci = 1, q; θt) =
L∏
j=1
p(wji | ci = 1, q; θt) (2.4)
But Equation 2.4 tends to underweight the contribution of long text. For example,
a short sentence may be accidental, but a paragraph is not. So we use the following
formula:
p(Wi | ci = 1, q; θt) = (
L∏
j=1
p(wji | ci = 1, q; θt))
1
L (2.5)
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which weights longer sets of relevant text more heavily in posterior inference, see Equa-
tion 2.2.
The text knowledge resource is denoted K. It is a simple combination of all the
Wikipedia pages (just body text) from the queried object class (with desired sense) and
its descendant classes in the Wikipedia taxonomy. In the simplest case, θt could be
estimated from K by maximum likelihood, which estimates θjt (the jth component of
the multinomial parameter) as a ratio of word counts. However, the word set of K is
limited, meaning that zero counts are a problem, so “smoothing” is necessary. In this
chapter, we adopt Dirichlet smoothing [44] since it is simple and effective.
A much richer Wikipedia page collection A is extracted. The pages are from a
number of semantically close classes (except children classes) of the object. With A as
smoothing data, θt is estimated as:
θjt =
N jK + λη
j
NK + λ
(2.6)
where N jK denotes the counts of the jth word in K and NK denotes the counts of all
the words in K. Similarly, ηj = N
j
A
NA
, and λ is a parameter to control the contribution
of the prior. Words are set to be independent and of uniform probability when c = 0.
Then p(Wi | ci = 0, q; θb) is calculated similarly to Equation 2.5.
2.1.2 Image model
We use a discriminative method to learn p(ci = 1 | Ii, q; θv) directly. An SVM is
employed because it has been proven to be effective and highly robust to noise in im-
age classification [19, 45]. We exploit Caltech or Flickr images of the queried ob-
ject class as positive training examples; the “clutter” category from Caltech 256 is
used as negative examples. Each image is represented as a normalized histogram
of visual words with dimension l. Training examples for this task are denoted as
{(xr, yr), r = 1, · · · , R, yr = 1,−1}.
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The original SVM classifier just outputs a hard decision. In this paper, we adopt the
method of [46] to fit a posterior probability with a sigmoid function.
l is usually high dimensional. It is difficult to learn the model in the high dimen-
sional space. [47,48] have shown that using subsidiary tasks can produce a low dimen-
sional feature space, which is stable and effective for the problem at hand. But instead
of using unlabeled data as the subsidiary task, we propose a novel method to exploit
highly relevant images in the knowledge resources, which are more helpful for the main
task.
We first represent the object class we want to query as a normalized histogram of
codewords fo by using all positive training images. Other categories from the Caltech
data set (except the queried object class) are also represented as histograms fm, m =
1, · · · ,M . We calculate the difference between queried object class and Caltech classes
using χ2:
1
2
l∑
j=1
[f jo − f
j
m]
2
f jo + f
j
m
(2.7)
The Ts most similar categories are chosen from Caltech and act as positive examples
in the subsidiary tasks. We download Tn sets of background images from the web
as negative examples. By pairwise matching, there are T = TsTn subsidiary tasks
overall. Each image in subsidiary tasks is also represented as a normalized histogram
with dimension l. Similar to [48], for each auxiliary task t, we learn a linear function
w∗t which is most discriminative between positive and negative training images with a
linear SVM.
We concatenate all w∗t (each w∗t is a column) to form a matrix W with dimension
l × T . We obtain a projection matrix P with dimension h × l by taking the first h
eigenvectors (h ≪ l) of matrix WW ′. The training examples for the main task are
now represented in the new feature space as {(P · xr, yr), r = 1, · · · , R, yr = 1,−1},
where P · xr is with dimension h. A kernel SVM classifier with optimal parameter w∗
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is trained:
min ‖w‖2 + C
∑
r
ξr (2.8)
subject to yr(w · Φ(P · xr)− b) ≥ 1 (2.9)
where Φ denotes the kernel function. We use a radial basis function in this chapter. To
calculate p(ci = 1 | Ii), Ii is represented in the low dimensional feature space and the
learned kernel SVM classifier is applied. SVM decision is converted to a probability
with the method of [46].
The overview of our learning algorithm is presented in Alg.1
Algorithm 1 Overview of image model learning.
For a given query:
1. Obtaining training examples: Use Caltech or Flick images of the queried object
class as positive training examples; use “clutter” category from Caltech 256 as
negative training examples.
2. Representation: Represent image as a normalized histogram of codewords with
dimension l; represent queried object class and other categories in Caltech data
sets as normalized histograms with dimension l too.
3. Constructing subsidiary tasks: By chi-square measure over histograms, find
the Ts most similar categories from Caltech data set and set them to be positive
examples in subsidiary tasks. Download Tn sets of background images from web
as negative examples. By pairwise matching, there are T = TsTn subsidiary
tasks overall.
4. Learning feature projection: For each subsidiary task t, learn linear function
w∗t with linear SVM. Concatenate all w∗t to form a matrix W with dimension
l× T . By taking the first h eigenvectors of WW ′, get a projection matrix P with
dimension h× l.
5. Training SVM classifier: Convert training examples of the main task to low
dimensional space with projection matrix P , train a kernel SVM.
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2.2 Implementation
In this section, we give implementation details for the text and image models. In Equa-
tion 2.6, λ is set to be one tenth of the words number of K. We remove stop words
from Wikipedia and collected web pages.
Both training and testing images are converted to gray scale and resized to a mod-
erate size. We use a canny edge detector to extract edge points from images. A set
of points are randomly selected and regions are extracted at these points. As in [49],
scale is uniformly sampled from a sensible range (10-30 pixels in this paper). Around
400 regions from each image are extracted. We represent these regions with SIFT [50]
features. Features from 150 Caltech categories (100 categories from Caltech101 plus
50 from Caltech 256) are quantized with K-means. The number of clusters is 500, so
each image and class is represented with a 500 dimensional histogram.
When constructing subsidiary tasks, the 10 most similar categories are selected out,
and 3 sets of background images are downloaded from web. So there are 30 sub-
sidiary tasks by pairwise matching. We reduce the 500-dimensional feature to be 20-
dimensional.
As considered by [19], there are “abstract” images which do not look realistic such
as comics, graphs, plots and charts. In order to get natural images, it is better to remove
them. [19] learnt a SVM classifier between “abstract” and “non-abstract” with extra
training images. In this paper, we simply remove the non-color images since most of
“abstract” images are black and white.
2.3 Experiments
We perform two experiments in this paper. The first one is on the data set of [17],
which includes 10 animal classes as shown in Figure 2.2. The second experiment is
performed on five newly collected categories.
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Besides the combined model in Equation 2.1, we also perform retrieval experiments
with a pure text model and a pure image model. The text model ranks images according
to:
p(Wi | ci = 1, q; θt)p(ci = 1, q)
p(Wi | ci = 0, q; θb)p(ci = 0, q)
(2.10)
p(ci = 1, q) and p(ci = 0, q) are simply set to be equal.
The image model ranks images with p(ci = 1 | Ii, q; θv).
2.3.1 Experiment 1
For each animal class, we use its Wikipedia pages and Caltech or Flickr images as
knowledge resources to train the text and image models. Then images in the web pages
returned by Google are ranked for each class. There is no “monkey” in the Caltech data
sets, so we use Flickr images to train the “monkey” image model. For the other nine
categories, we use Caltech images. We also compare the performance with different
types of training images in Figure 2.2, which shows precision at 100 image recall by the
pure image model. “Flickr” denotes that the Image model is trained with noisy Flickr
images as positive training examples. Similarly, “Caltech” denotes that the model is
trained with Caltech images; and “Flickr and Caltech” denotes that the model is trained
with both Flickr and Caltech images. In most categories, clean Caltech images produce
better results. Results using Flickr images are comparable and acceptable, which shows
we can use Flickr images to train the image model if there are no clean Caltech images
available.
In Figure.2.3, we present precision recall curves with different models. In all fig-
ures, the x axis denotes recall while the y axis denotes precision. “Text” is the result
with the text model; “Image” is the result with the image model. “Text+Image” shows
the result with the combined model. Note that we do not remove “abstract” images
here.
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We compare our ranking results produced by the combined model with the work of
[19] and of [17] in Figure 2.4. This is based on the precision of 100 image recall. Note
that we use the result of “classification on test data” in [17]. We outperform [17] on all
the categories and outperform [19] except on “Alligator” and “Beaver.” Improvement
is significant for categories such as “Bear,” “Dolphin,” “Monkey” and “Penguin.” We
also make a comparison with different measures on the whole data set as shown in
Table 2.1.
We show the top ranked images for “Alligator,” “Bear,” “Frog,” “Dolphin,” “Gi-
raffe,” “Penguin” and “Leopard” in Figure 2.5. Images in the red squares are false
positives. Most of these images are correct.
2.3.2 Experiment 2
Experiment 1 is carried only on animal categories. In this section, we collect five di-
verse object classes (“binoculars,” “fern,” “laptop,” “motorbike” and “rifle”). Similar
to [17], we query Google with the object name and some extensions. The top returned
web pages are collected. We restricted downloaded images to be JPEG format. Fi-
nally, we get 732 “binoculars” images, 323 of which are correct images; 501 “Laptop”
images, 158 of which are correct; 636 “Fern” images, 190 of which are correct; 801
“Motorbike” images, 276 of which are correct; and 921 “Rifle” images, 195 of which
are correct.
Similar to Experiment 1, our algorithm is applied to these categories and the preci-
sion recall curves are shown in Figure 2.6. In Table 2.2, we show the precision at 100
image recall with different models. Highly ranked images are exhibited in Figure 2.7.
False positive images are marked with red squares.
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2.4 Tables and Figures
Table 2.1: Overall comparison with Schroff et al. [19] and Berg and Forsyth [17] on
the 10 animal categories. This is based on the precision at 100 image recall. Our
method outperform them on all the four measures: “Mean,” “Median,” “Minimum”
and “Maximum.”
Mean Median Minimum Maximum
[17] 55.1 61 15 83
[19] 63.3 64 36 88
Our result 79.4 84 41 94
Table 2.2: Precision at 100 image recall. “Text” is the result with text model; “Image”
is the result with image model. “Text+Image” shows the result with combined model.
Text Image Text+Image
Binoculars 76 90 93
Laptop 58 41 67
Fern 72 68 80
Motorbike 57 34 63
Rifle 55 21 57
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. . .
. . .
Text model Image model
Rank Result
Web pages downloaded with keyword “frog”
Wikipedia page of frog (amphibian) Frog images from Flickr and Caltech data sets
Figure 2.1: The framework of our approach. Query “frog” is taken as an an example
in this figure. We collect a pool of noisy web pages by inputting “frog” to Google.
The Wikipedia page of frog (amphibian) is extracted and a text model is built with
its textual description. Similarly, the image model is trained with Caltech and Flickr
“frog” images. By combining text and image cues, images from web pages are ranked.
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Figure 2.2: Precision at 100 image recall by image model. “Flickr” denotes that the
model is trained with Flickr images as positive training examples. Similarly, “Caltech”
denotes that the model is trained with Caltech images, and “Flickr and Caltech” denotes
that the model is trained with both Flickr and Caltech images. In most categories,
clean Caltech images produce better results. But results by Flickr are comparable and
acceptable. This shows we can build the image model with Flickr if there are no clean
Caltech images for the queried object class.
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Figure 2.3: Precision recall curves with different models. In all figures, x axis denotes
recall while y axis denotes precision. “Text” is the result with text model; “Image” is the
result with image model. “Text+Image” shows the result of combining text and image
models. Note that we do not remove “abstract” images here. The combined model
usually works better than separate models. Image models can be quite discriminative
such as the “dolphin” image model and the “frog” image model.
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Figure 2.4: Results comparison with pervious papers for each category. This is based
on the precision on 100 image recall. We outperform them over all the categories except
on “Alligator” and “Beaver.” Improvement over many categories is significant such as
“Bear,” “Dolphin,” “Monkey” and “Penguin.”
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Figure 2.5: Top ranked images for “Alligator,” “Bear,” “Frog,” “Dolphin,” “Giraffe,”
”Penguin“ and “Leopard.” Images in red squares are false positives. Most of the images
are correct.
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Figure 2.6: Precision recall curves with different models. In all figures, x axis denotes
recall while y axis denotes precision. “Text” is the result with text model; “Image” is
the result with image model. “Text+Image” shows the result with the combined model.
Figure 2.7: Top ranked images for “Binoculars,” “Laptop,” “Fern” and “Rifle.” Images
in red squares are false positives.
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CHAPTER 3
BUILDING TEXT FEATURES FOR OBJECT
IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
In this chapter, we introduce an approach to build text features from the Internet for
object image representation. The idea to build such text features is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.1.
3.1 Approach
Our approach is to build text features for object image classification. The text features
are expected to capture the semantic meaning of images and provide a more direct
gateway to image analysis. Figure 3.2 shows the feature extraction and classification
procedure. We have a dataset with training and test images. We also have an auxiliary
dataset of Internet images (downloaded from Flickr), which have associated text. For
each training image, we extract visual features and find its K nearest neighbor images
from the internet dataset. Text associated with these near neighbor Internet images is
used to build the text features. Text classifiers are then trained on the text features. For
a test image, we follow the same procedure to construct its text features, and use the
trained text classifiers to predict the category labels. We also train a separate classifier
on the visual features. We obtain the final prediction from a third classifier trained on
the confidence values returned by the text and the visual classifiers.
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3.1.1 Visual features
We use five types of features to find the nearest neighbor images and train visual clas-
sifiers.
The SIFT feature [23] is popularly used for image matching and object recognition.
We use it to detect and describe local patches. We extract about 1000 patches from each
image. The SIFT features are quantized to 1000 clusters and each patch is denoted as a
cluster index. Each image is then represented as a normalized histogram of the cluster
indices.
The Gist feature has been proven to be very powerful in scene categorization and
retrieval [51]. We represent each image as a 960-dimensional Gist descriptor.
We extract Color features in the RGB space. We quantize each channel to 8 bins,
then each pixel is represented as an integer value range from 1 to 512. Each image is
represented as a 512-dimensional histogram by counting all the pixels. The histogram
is normalized.
We also extract a very simple Gradient feature, which can be considered as a global
and coarse SIFT feature. We divide the image to 4*4 cells, and at each cell we quantize
the gradient to 16 bins. The whole image is represented as a 256-dimensional vector.
The Unified feature is a concatenation of the above four features. We learn weights
for different feature types to make the unified feature discriminative. Writing the four
features introduced above as f1, f2, f3 and f4 respectively, our new feature is the con-
catenation ofw1f1,w2f2,w3f3 and w4f4, wherewj is a non-negative number to indicate
the importance of the jth feature.
We learn the weights from the training images. We aim to force the images from
the same category to be close, and images from different categories to be far away in
the new feature space. We randomly select N pairs of images from the training set. For
the ith pair, Si = 1 if the two images share at least one same object class; otherwise,
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Si = 0. We calculate the chi-square distance with fj for the ith pair as dji . Then we
learn feature weights by minimizing the following objective function:
∑
i
(e−
P
j wjd
j
i − Si)
2 (3.1)
This optimization problem can be straightforwardly solved using the “fmincon” func-
tion in MATLAB.
3.1.2 Internet dataset
The auxiliary Internet dataset provides association between images and text. With this
dataset, we can build text features for the images which do not have text by nearest
neighbor matching.
The Internet is rich in multimedia, and there is strong correlation between images
and text. This is especially apparent in the photo sharing web sites such as Flickr:
users tag images with some keywords, which usually describe the visual content of the
images. Users also group images by the content. For example, there is a group called
“Dogs! Dogs! Dogs!” which contains dog images. The group name becomes a very
strong text cue to indicate the visual content of the images.
Our auxiliary dataset is collected from Flickr, and consists of about 1 million im-
ages. About 700,000 images are collected for 58 object categories, whose names come
from PASCAL categories such as “car” or Caltech 256 [14] such as “penguin” and
“rainbow.” The other images are collected from a group called “10 million photos.”
These images are drawn from random categories.
3.1.3 Text features
Once the text features are extracted from the auxiliary dataset, they represent the image
in a way that more directly reflects the semantics.
For each training and test image in our dataset, we find its K nearest neighbor
images from the auxiliary dataset with the visual features. The text associated with
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these nearest neighbor images is extracted to build the text features. We treat each tag
and group name as an individual item in our text feature representation, even though
it may include multiple words. For example, the group name “Dogs! Dogs! Dogs!”
is treated as a single item. We only use a set of frequent tags and group names (about
6000) in the auxiliary dataset. The other tags and group names are not counted. The
text feature is a normalized histogram of tag and group name counts.
3.1.4 Classifier
The purpose of this chapter is to show that a text feature, computed from the auxiliary
dataset, is in fact a powerful and general descriptor. Various classifiers could be applied
to such a feature. We have chosen to use an SVM classifier with a chi-square kernel for
the text features. The same classifier is used for the visual features.
3.1.5 Fusion
We now have two types of features: the standard visual features and the text features.
We do not believe there is likely to be much interaction, in the sense that one feature can
tell when the other is unreliable. Therefore, we build two separate classifiers, one for
the text features and the other for the visual features. A third classifier is then trained to
combine the confidence values of the two initial classifiers into a final prediction. This
final classifier uses logistic regression and is trained on a validation set.
3.2 Experiment
We perform image classification experiments on two datasets: PASCAL VOC 2006
and PASCAL VOC 2007. The PASCAL 2006 dataset has 10 object categories while
the 2007 dataset has 20 categories. The 2007 dataset is more difficult because there is
much more variation with the object appearance. To ensure that there were no PASCAL
test images in our auxiliary Internet dataset, we removed all images from the auxiliary
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set that had a small image distance (within a threshold) to any image in the test set.
According to the standard evaluation measure, the performance is quantitatively mea-
sured by AUC (area under the ROC curve) value on the 2006 dataset and measured by
AP (average precision) value on the 2007 dataset. When evaluating the methods, we
are interested in the following phenomena: (1) performance of text features which are
built with different visual features, (2) effects of combining text and visual classifiers,
(3) effects of varying number of training images, (4) performance of the text features
built with varying number of Internet images, (5) effects of the category names.
3.2.1 Results: Text features built with different visual features
We could use different types of visual features to retrieve the nearest neighbor images
to build the text features. We use 150 nearest neighbor images in all the experiments.
The performance on 2006 and 2007 for each object category is listed in Table 3.1 and
Table 3.2 respectively. We use a KNN classifier as a baseline in Table 3.1 for the
2006 dataset. Each Internet image is considered to be a positive example of the object
categories whose names appear in the associated text. Then a test image can be simply
classified by the KNN classifier. Our text classifier significantly outperforms KNN for
each individual feature.
The performance of the text features is affected by the strength of the visual fea-
tures. The better KNN performs, the better the text features are. This is because good
visual features can find good nearest neighbor images to build good text features. So the
text features built by the unified visual features usually work best and the text features
built by the color features usually work worst on both of the datasets.
3.2.2 Results: Combining text and visual classifiers
Text features do not outperform visual features as shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
But text features are quite different from visual features, so they can correct each other,
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and the combination should result in improvement.
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show that the combination consistently outperforms sep-
arate classifiers (the best performance in each panel is indicated in bold; look for the
bold horizontal line). In Figure 3.3, we show several examples which are misclassified
by the visual classifier, but correctly classified by the text classifier on PASCAL 2006.
The objects vary widely. In the first image, the cat is in a sleeping pose, which is un-
usual in the PASCAL training set. So the visual classifier gets it wrong. However, we
may find many such images in the auxiliary dataset (there are several sleeping cat im-
ages in the 25 nearest neighbors). Now the text cue can make a correct prediction. The
text vector also shows that the group name is an important cue. There are several peaky
groups such as “somebody else’s cat,” “all animals” and so on. In Figure 3.4, we also
show images which are misclassified by the text classifier but correctly classified by the
visual classifier. This happens when we fail to find good nearest neighbor images.
At the bottom of Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, we show the performance obtained by
combining the different classifiers, which is achieved by training a logistic regression
classifier on the validation dataset using the confidence values returned by the indi-
vidual classifiers as features. Combining all the visual classifiers works better than
combining only visual classifiers or text classifiers.
3.2.3 Results: Varying number of training images
In Figure 3.5, we show the performance with different numbers of training images on
PASCAL 2006. We randomly select 1/40, 1/30, 1/20, 1/10, 1/5, 1/2 of the posi-
tive and negative images, respectively, in the training data for each category to do the
experiments. For comparison, we also show the results with all the training images.
The performance is shown by the average AUC values over all the categories. We do
experiments by the “Gist” and the “Combination” of multiple classifiers. We observe
that the text features outperform the visual features when there are only a small set of
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training images available. There is always improvement by combining the two types of
features, but the gain is not significant when the two classifiers are not comparable.
3.2.4 Result: Varying number of auxiliary images
We also test the performance of the text features built with varying number of internet
images in Table 3.3 on PASCAL 2006. We randomly select 200,000 and 600,000 im-
ages from the collection to build the text features. The result is based on the average
AUC values over the 10 object categories.
Increasing the image number from 200,000 to 600,000 leads to a big improvement,
but further increasing to 1 million results in a negligible improvement.
This means that merely increasing the size of the auxiliary dataset may not have
much impact. Instead, one should create an auxiliary dataset covering more meaningful
images and improve the technique to find good nearest neighbor images.
3.2.5 Result: Excluding the category names
Our text features might be powerful only because our images are tagged with category
labels. To test this, we exclude category names and their plural inflections from the
text features. This means that, for example, the words “cat” and “cats” would not
appear in the features. The effect on performance is extremely small (Table 3.4). This
suggests that text associated with images is rich in secondary cues (perhaps “mice”
or “catnip” appear strongly with cats). In future work, we will investigate directly
applying semantic measures of similarity to our features.
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3.3 Tables and Figures
Table 3.1: The AUC values with different settings on PASCAL 2006 for each object
category. Take the Gist feature as an example: “Gist(KNN)” denotes the result with
a KNN classifier using the Gist feature; “Gist(V)” denotes the result with the visual
SVM classifier; “Gist(T)” denotes the result with the text SVM classifier; “Gist(T+V)”
denotes the result by fusing the outputs of the text and visual SVM classifiers. Our
text classifier outperforms the KNN classifier. The performance of the text features
depends on the strength of the visual features. “Unified(T)” usually works best among
all the text classifiers and “Color(T)” usually works worst. We can get better perfor-
mance in almost all of the categories by combining the text and visual classifiers. The
results by combining all the text classifiers, all the visual classifiers and all the text and
visual classifiers, are indicated by “Combination(T),” “Combination(V)” and “Combi-
nation(T+V)” respectively.
bicycle bus car cat cow dog horse motorbike person sheep
Gist(KNN) 0.795 0.875 0.885 0.736 0.820 0.674 0.734 0.822 0.605 0.868
Gist(V) 0.825 0.951 0.940 0.861 0.876 0.773 0.845 0.862 0.762 0.914
Gist(T) 0.818 0.915 0.932 0.812 0.843 0.744 0.820 0.878 0.733 0.875
Gist(V+T) 0.837 0.955 0.941 0.869 0.880 0.790 0.858 0.886 0.769 0.917
Gra(KNN) 0.734 0.837 0.902 0.743 0.808 0.666 0.743 0.786 0.625 0.799
Grad(V) 0.826 0.933 0.944 0.861 0.842 0.746 0.825 0.863 0.743 0.870
Grad(T) 0.810 0.931 0.935 0.806 0.830 0.725 0.776 0.817 0.722 0.855
Grad(V+T) 0.834 0.941 0.947 0.864 0.850 0.766 0.831 0.878 0.756 0.877
SIFT(KNN) 0.735 0.816 0.596 0.684 0.659 0.704 0.561 0.709 0.616 0.732
SIFT(V) 0.886 0.952 0.936 0.857 0.873 0.809 0.799 0.889 0.768 0.874
SIFT(T) 0.837 0.905 0.903 0.827 0.823 0.759 0.742 0.818 0.733 0.826
SIFT(V+T) 0.889 0.953 0.937 0.861 0.877 0.812 0.805 0.896 0.776 0.897
Color(KNN) 0.575 0.777 0.686 0.703 0.770 0.626 0.601 0.752 0.574 0.793
Color(V) 0.702 0.840 0.843 0.754 0.826 0.721 0.727 0.864 0.703 0.828
Color(T) 0.666 0.809 0.784 0.740 0.791 0.676 0.691 0.777 0.668 0.834
Color(V+T) 0.715 0.853 0.835 0.782 0.850 0.726 0.754 0.861 0.690 0.865
Unified(KNN) 0.794 0.883 0.841 0.794 0.850 0.720 0.695 0.852 0.630 0.866
Unified(V) 0.851 0.948 0.936 0.885 0.912 0.822 0.883 0.919 0.800 0.910
Unified(T) 0.873 0.924 0.933 0.826 0.877 0.788 0.826 0.901 0.785 0.873
Unified(V+T) 0.901 0.959 0.944 0.885 0.922 0.817 0.890 0.931 0.773 0.923
Combination(V) 0.891 0.966 0.953 0.902 0.918 0.823 0.892 0.933 0.816 0.917
Combination(T) 0.908 0.965 0.957 0.899 0.916 0.821 0.874 0.929 0.788 0.926
Combination(V+T) 0.910 0.965 0.959 0.908 0.919 0.827 0.887 0.938 0.824 0.930
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Table 3.2: The AP values with different settings on PASCAL 2007 for each object cat-
egory. Take the Gist feature as an example: “Gist(V)” denotes the result with the visual
classifier; “Gist(T)” denotes the result with the text classifier; “Gist(T+V)” denotes the
result by combining the text and visual classifiers. The performance of the text features
depends on the strength of the visual features. “Unified(T)” usually works best among
all the text classifiers and “Color(T)” usually works worst. We get better performance
consistently by combining the text and visual classifiers. The results by combining all
the text classifiers, all the visual classifier and all the text and visual classifiers, are indi-
cated by “Combination(T),” “Combination(V)” and “Combination(T+V)” respectively.
aeroplane bicycle bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow
Gist(V) 0.575 0.253 0.324 0.512 0.122 0.330 0.561 0.269 0.380 0.121
Gist(T) 0.520 0.207 0.296 0.509 0.089 0.335 0.509 0.227 0.302 0.178
Gist(V+T) 0.580 0.272 0.362 0.548 0.189 0.392 0.578 0.295 0.383 0.203
Grad(V) 0.571 0.230 0.238 0.403 0.116 0.333 0.551 0.308 0.397 0.184
Grad(T) 0.548 0.208 0.217 0.352 0.074 0.365 0.554 0.243 0.325 0.169
Grad(V+T) 0.604 0.272 0.276 0.437 0.140 0.404 0.609 0.328 0.414 0.195
SIFT(V) 0.510 0.297 0.249 0.412 0.122 0.243 0.416 0.330 0.324 0.212
SIFT(T) 0.288 0.254 0.237 0.367 0.104 0.184 0.309 0.320 0.264 0.209
SIFT(T+V) 0.517 0.348 0.310 0.437 0.192 0.241 0.431 0.365 0.336 0.240
Color(V) 0.367 0.124 0.220 0.215 0.112 0.085 0.323 0.134 0.242 0.075
Color(T) 0.400 0.084 0.215 0.215 0.078 0.107 0.332 0.112 0.154 0.098
Color(T+V) 0.431 0.179 0.239 0.261 0.179 0.129 0.369 0.140 0.260 0.117
Unified(V) 0.647 0.399 0.450 0.540 0.207 0.425 0.577 0.388 0.439 0.273
Unified(T) 0.580 0.349 0.407 0.545 0.120 0.329 0.565 0.366 0.352 0.170
Unified(V+T) 0.666 0.445 0.512 0.580 0.232 0.450 0.619 0.438 0.459 0.295
Combination(V) 0.675 0.407 0.423 0.581 0.239 0.432 0.646 0.421 0.449 0.279
Combination(T) 0.640 0.418 0.459 0.571 0.204 0.436 0.631 0.419 0.402 0.280
Combination(V+T) 0.684 0.481 0.497 0.593 0.253 0.481 0.673 0.476 0.469 0.327
table dog horse motorbike person plant sheep sofa train monitor
Gist(V) 0.289 0.270 0.652 0.364 0.679 0.173 0.167 0.281 0.541 0.316
Gist(T) 0.144 0.237 0.446 0.331 0.623 0.080 0.141 0.139 0.512 0.228
Gist(V+T) 0.290 0.281 0.652 0.405 0.704 0.130 0.170 0.284 0.586 0.335
Grad(V) 0.356 0.248 0.539 0.299 0.662 0.118 0.131 0.259 0.467 0.286
Grad(T) 0.205 0.179 0.432 0.251 0.601 0.081 0.080 0.171 0.409 0.207
Grad(V+T) 0.316 0.253 0.575 0.336 0.670 0.111 0.125 0.263 0.485 0.332
SIFT(V) 0.163 0.284 0.417 0.243 0.662 0.114 0.164 0.196 0.318 0.227
SIFT(T) 0.201 0.201 0.373 0.165 0.635 0.159 0.163 0.097 0.263 0.141
SIFT(T+V) 0.239 0.321 0.474 0.228 0.687 0.182 0.255 0.191 0.339 0.216
Color(V) 0.128 0.186 0.442 0.182 0.594 0.146 0.162 0.083 0.243 0.122
Color(T) 0.117 0.148 0.451 0.106 0.580 0.085 0.134 0.099 0.118 0.092
Color(T+V) 0.195 0.220 0.513 0.192 0.615 0.148 0.163 0.121 0.255 0.100
Unified(V) 0.373 0.343 0.657 0.489 0.749 0.330 0.324 0.323 0.619 0.322
Unified(T) 0.271 0.271 0.556 0.414 0.691 0.179 0.260 0.202 0.513 0.259
Unified(V+T) 0.413 0.375 0.681 0.526 0.782 0.355 0.344 0.346 0.661 0.379
Combination(V) 0.388 0.354 0.704 0.447 0.774 0.245 0.267 0.345 0.619 0.379
Combination(T) 0.336 0.335 0.648 0.484 0.738 0.233 0.305 0.252 0.612 0.295
Combination(V+T) 0.442 0.392 0.715 0.528 0.786 0.272 0.322 0.350 0.665 0.402
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Table 3.3: The performance of the text features built with different numbers of internet
images on PASCAL 2006. We randomly select 200,000 and 600,000 images from the
collection to construct the text features. The result is based on the average AUC values
over the 10 object categories.
200,000 600,000 1,000,000
Gist(T) 0.7116 0.8297 0.8370
SIFT(T) 0.6975 0.8104 0.8173
Grad(T) 0.7016 0.8093 0.8207
Color(T) 0.6496 0.7370 0.7436
Unified(T) 0.7413 0.8583 0.8606
Table 3.4: When we exclude category names and their plural inflections from the text
features, there is little effect on the performance. We show results for Pascal 2006: W
- with category names; WO - without.
bicycle bus car cat cow
W 0.818 0.915 0.932 0.812 0.843
WO 0.817 0.917 0.932 0.811 0.848
dog horse motorbike person sheep
W 0.744 0.820 0.878 0.733 0.875
WO 0.738 0.816 0.876 0.734 0.875
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dog,   pet,   animal,    Dogs! Dogs! Dogs!.
dog,   boxer,   Dogs! Dogs! Dogs!,   cool dogs..
Cute,   puppy,   canine 
Find visually similar
internet images
Text summarizing
             Input Image
dog Dogs!Dogs!Dogs!
Figure 3.1: The illustration of our approach. For the input image, we find its similar In-
ternet images (downloaded from Flickr). The text associated with these Internet images
is summarized to build the text feature representation, which is a normalized histogram
of text item counts. The Flickr text items can be tags such as “dog,” and can be group
names such as “Dogs!Dogs!Dogs!”
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  Test
image
 Label
   Visual
features
   Visual
classifiers
Get similar 
images
   Internet 
    images
   with text
    Text
features
     Text
classifiers
   Fusion
Figure 3.2: The framework of our approach. We have training and test images (here we
only show the test image part). We also have an auxiliary dataset consisting of Internet
images and associated text. For each test image, we extract its visual features and find
the K most similar images from the Internet dataset. The text associated with these
near neighbor Internet images is summarized to build the text features. Text classifiers
which are trained with the same type of text features are applied to predict the object
labels. We can also train visual classifiers with the visual features. The outputs from
the two classifiers are fused to do the final classification.
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Visual classfier: no cats
Text classifier: cats 
25 nearest images
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nature
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Visual classfier: no cows
Text classifier: cows
25 nearest images
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0
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0.045
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animal
dog
cattle
for the love of horses...
Text feature
Visual classfier: no motorbikes
Text classifier: motorbikes
25 nearest images
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
0
0.005
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.025
0.03
0.035
0.04
motorcycle
bike
bike nation
motorbike
bike [directory] ÿÿÿ
bicycle
two wheels good
bikes
Text feature
Figure 3.3: The left column shows the PASCAL 2006 images whose category labels
cannot be predicted by the visual classifier, but can be predicted by the text classifier.
The center column shows the 25 nearest neighbor images retrieved from the Internet
dataset. The right column shows the built text feature vectors. In the first image, the
cat is in a sleeping pose, which is unusual in the PASCAL training set. So the visual
classifier gets it wrong. Some sleeping cat images are retrieved from the auxiliary
dataset. Then the text features make a correct prediction.
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Visual classfier: buses
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Visual classfier: horses
Text classifier: no horses
25 nearest images
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
0
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0.006
0.008
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0.014
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eagles of the world (id your birds)
*i love birds*
birds , birds birds
birds
nature eagle
bird
Text feature
Figure 3.4: The left column shows the PASCAL images whose category labels cannot
be predicted by the text classifier, but can be predicted by the visual classifier. The
center column shows the 25 nearest neighbor images retrieved from the Internet dataset.
The right column shows the built text features of the PASCAL images. The text features
do not work here mainly because we fail to find good nearest neighbor images.
0
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0.8
0.9
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1/40 1/30 1/20 1/10 1/5 1/2 1
of training images
Gist(V+T)
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The change of the performance with the increase 
                                   of training images
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1/40 1/30 1/20 1/10 1/5 1/2 1
of training images
Combination(V+T)
Combination(T)
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The change of the performance with the increase 
                                   of training images
Figure 3.5: The performance with different numbers of training images on PASCAL
2006. We randomly select 1/40, 1/30, 1/20, 1/10, 1/5, 1/2 of the positive and neg-
ative images, respectively, in the training data for each category. The performance is
shown by the average AUC values over all the categories. We do experiments by the
“Gist” and the “Combination” of multiple classifiers. The text features outperform the
visual features when there are only a small set of training images available. There is al-
ways improvement by combining the two type of features, but the gain is not significant
when the two classifiers are not comparable.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we introduce two case studies of using the Internet for two computer vi-
sion tasks: object image retrieval and object image classification. Our extensive experi-
mental results on benchmark datasets show that the Internet can be used to significantly
boost the performance of the current state-of-the-art methods.
Many interesting issues remain. One is that everything on the Internet is linked
rather than independent. Search engines have used such linkage structure for better
relevance ranking. The linkage would be useful for computer vision, too. For example,
if we want to retrieve images for one object class, then the images which are cited
by many web pages that deal with this object category should be more relevant. New
thoughts and new techniques to use linkage are highly expected.
Another interesting question is how to better establish correspondence between im-
ages and text on the Interent. Currently, we simply consider images and nearby text to
be relevant. This should not be true. Pre-processing techniques which can filter noisy
words before running our algorithms could be useful here.
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